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Preface 

Business Partners: The SAS and BMC Relationship 

SAS Institute and BMC Corporation have enjoyed a close and cooperative business partner relationship for over 
twenty years. Throughout the decades this relationship has resulted in a number of successful joint projects 
between BMC and SAS. The BMC Patrol Console and SAS 9.1.3 BI Architecture project further evidences the 
continued commitment to collaborative research and development efforts between our organizations. As a 
result, customers benefit by receiving the most complete set of business intelligence and analytical solutions 
available in the marketplace.  

Special Thanks to the Team  

The implementation of this project was made possible because of the dedication, expertise and contribution of a 
number of folks within BMC and SAS. Special acknowledgement and thanks to the following team members:  

BMC Team Members 
• BMC Technical Support Team 
• Gordon Vaughan, Global Alliance Manager 
• Van Wiles, Integration Manager, Software Strategic Alliances 

SAS Team Members 
• Arthur Hunt, Senior Software Manager, Cary, NC 
• Billy Dickerson, Software Developer, Unix, Cary, NC 
• Richard Lillis, Product Manager, Cary, NC 
• SAS Research and Development Data Center Team 

BMC Performance Manager (formerly BMC Patrol) 

BMC® Performance Manager products deliver business-centric systems management and intelligent 
optimization solutions for your infrastructure and business-critical applications. These solutions work together 
to provide fast, automated problem resolution and performance optimization. Together with other BMC 
offerings, these products enable Business Services Management, enabling you to maximize and optimize your 
IT investment—and run your business more efficiently.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Overview 

Project Goals and Objectives 

The SAS Business Intelligence (BI) architecture provides a complete portfolio of BI 
capabilities and applies the power of SAS analytics and data integration to create a 
complete and easy-to-use BI solution. SAS Enterprise BI Server provides a fully 
integrated and comprehensive suite of BI software that addresses the needs of IT 
Management as well as executives and business users.  

The heterogeneous nature of the BI architecture requires greater sophistication for IT 
organizations to monitor, manage and administer the environment. The integration of 
BMC Patrol with the SAS BI architecture provides a set of well-defined methods to meet 
the monitoring and management expectation of an IT organization which is using the 
BMC Patrol family of products.  

The primary goal of the project is focused on providing the IT administrator the tips and 
techniques that allow SAS BI Servers to integrate into the BMC Patrol Environment. Key 
objectives within the BMC Patrol integration for the SAS 9 BI Servers include:  

• SAS integration with BMC Patrol using Patrol Knowledge Module(s) for Unix 
• Status Monitoring and Management 
• Event Management for performance metrics 
• Log monitoring and event management for key errors or server status 

Finally, the information provided in the document provides a foundation for the IT 
administrator to customize and refine management of the SAS environment by 
optimizing for specific business operational requirements. 

Read more about SAS Institute Inc. Information Technology products and solutions 
online and visit the SAS Research and Development online community site for related 
Enterprise Management Integration topics. 

Architecture and Systems Overview 

Platform Operating System Machine Name Components 

Intel® Xeon Windows Server 2003, 
Standard Edition, SP2 EMIWS01 BMC Patrol Console, 

3.5.62 

Sparc, SUNW,Netra-T12 SunOS® 5.10 PRDSHARE1 

The Sparc, SunOS nodes 
were deployed on a single 
hardware node, using 
Solaris 10 Container 
Support 
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Sparc, SUNW,Netra-T12 SunOS® 5.10 SP4SHRMETA SAS Metadata Server and 
Patrol Agent, 3.6.5.20i 

Sparc, SUNW,Netra-T12 SunOS® 5.10 SP4SHROLAP SAS OLAP Server and 
Patrol Agent, 3.6.5.20i 

Sparc, SUNW,Netra-T12 SunOS® 5.10 SP4SHRSASSVR 
SAS StoredProcess, 
Workspace Servers and 
Patrol Agent, 3.6.5.20i 

Table 1: Platform Configuration, BMC Patrol Environment  

SAS 9 Business Intelligence Architecture  

The SAS 9 Business Intelligence Architecture represents a fundamental shift in design 
and methodology for deploying the analytical and statistical strengths of Foundation 
SAS. The SAS 9 BI framework includes multiple layers, which may be deployed within a 
single environment or distributed across heterogeneous environments. The key aspects 
of the BI architecture include a diverse collection of thin and thick clients represented by 
a ClientTier. These clients connect to a MidTier or ServerTier depending on the client 
capabilities. The MidTier is comprised of a multiple SAS Java based components that 
are deployed under a web application server. To harness the analytical strengths of 
SAS, the MidTier communicates to a suite of SAS Servers as required. Depending on 
the client requests and workloads, one or more servers may actually process a MidTier 
request for computing services. The SAS 9 BI architecture is hinged together via a SAS 
Metadata Server. The Metadata Server serves as the cornerstone for aggregating and 
correlating the configuration, management and deployment of the SAS 9 architecture, 
applications and users that cooperate within the enterprise.  
Given the distributed nature of the SAS 9 architecture, it is critical that organizations 
have a method to monitor and manage the workloads associated with the environment. 
The BMC Patrol family of products is a perfect companion to the SAS 9 architecture and 
Patrol provides a robust suite of facilities to monitor the environment, respond to events 
and take appropriate corrective actions from within a single console view of the 
infrastructure.  
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Chapter 2: Patrol Monitoring of the SAS Environment 

Introduction 

 
1. Install BMC Patrol Console and BMC Patrol Client on desired nodes 
2. Enable Monitoring for the Host via the Patrol Console 
3. Enable Monitoring for the SAS Server Process 
4. Customize the Alarms for the SAS Server Process  
 
Enabling BMC Patrol Client Nodes within the Patrol Console 
 
The following information presumes that BMC Patrol Console has been previously 
installed and that Patrol Client(s) have been installed on the desired client nodes. Refer 
to the BMC Patrol Console for Windows User Guide and the Patrol Agent Reference 
Manual for a complete description for installing, configuring and administering the BMC 
Patrol Environment. 
 

Adding a BMC Patrol Client Node to Patrol Console 

 
Select the "Host->Add" menu pull-down and complete the fields for the nodes. In the 
case of the SAS environment, enable the Patrol Agent on each node that is cooperating 
in the SAS Enterprise BI environment. In this case, the SAS environment is deployed on 
four nodes, each with a Patrol Agent executing on the node. The node names are:  
 
• prdshare1.unx.sas.com  (Solaris Global Container Zone) 
• sp4shrmeta.unx.sas.com (SAS 9.1.3 MetadataServer node) 
• sp4shrolap.unx.sas.com  (SAS 9.1.3 OLAP Server node) 
• sp4shrsassvr.unx.sas.com  (SAS 9.1.3 Shared Server node) 
 
NOTE: During the configuration process of Patrol for the SAS environment, there are 
two SAS installation and configuration values that will be required. The 
<sas_install_path> represents the installation location selected during the SAS 
Installation Wizard process, whereas, the <sas_config_path> represents the 
configuration location selected during the SAS Configuration Wizard.  
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Enabling SAS Monitoring for SAS Metadata Server Node 

Enabling SAS Monitoring for SAS Utility Processes, "elssrv", "sasauth" and "sasperm" 

These processes perform authentication, authorization and process invocation services 
for the SAS Servers. For each instance of SAS enabled on the node, there will be an 
instance of "elssrv", "sasauth" and "sasperm". In the case of transient servers, such 
as a workspace server, these processes are also transient. Enable Patrol to monitor 
these processes via the Unix KM, PROCESS->PROCESS_PRESENCE->KM 
Command->Manage List of Monitored Processes" dialog. Refer to the following dialogs 
for enabling process monitoring on each of the processes:  
 

 
 
The "Manage List of Monitored Processes" dialog is raised, select "Add New Process" 
radio button, "OK": 
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The "Add New Process" dialog is used to add process definitions to the Patrol console, 
modify the following attributes for the "elssrv" process. Repeat these steps for the 
"sasauth" and the "sasperm" processes. The following are the recommended attributes 
for the "elssrv" process, where not specified, use the default values and attributes 
 
• Process Instance Label: sas_elssrv (this value is tag used to identify the 

process label and is user defined) 
• Monitored Process String: <sas_install_path>/utilities/bin/elssrv  
• Minimum Count: 1 (there is a single elssrv process for each instance of SAS on 

the node, this includes servers and/or user sessions) 
• Maximum Count:  1 (for a single instance server such as the MetadataServer 

node, set to 1, consider adjusting for multi-use server machines) 
• Acceptable Process Owners: root  
• Restart Automatically: NO 
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Repeat the "Add New Process" dialog for the "sasauth" processes.  
 
• Process Instance Label: sas_sasauth (this value is tag used to identify the 

process label and is user defined) 
• Monitored Process String: <sas_install_path>/utilities/bin/sasauth 
• Minimum Count: 1 (there is a single sasauth process for each instance of SAS 

on the node, this includes servers and/or user sessions) 
• Maximum Count:  1 (for a single instance server such as the MetadataServer 

node, set to 1, consider adjusting for multi-use server machines) 
• Acceptable Process Owners: root  
• Restart Automatically: NO 
 
Repeat the "Add New Process" dialog for the "sasperm" processes.  
 
• Process Instance Label: sas_sasauth (this value is tag used to identify the 

process label and is user defined) 
• Monitored Process String: <sas_install_path>/utilities/bin/sasperm 
• Minimum Count: 0 (the "sasperm" process is transient and is loaded to validate 
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authorization for operating system services) 
• Maximum Count:  1 (for a single instance server such as the MetadataServer 

node, set to 1, consider adjusting for multi-use server machines) 
• Acceptable Process Owners: root  
• Restart Automatically: NO 
 
NOTE: With SAS 9.1.3 SP4 the SAS servers which require services from the utilities 
"elssrv", "sasuth" and "sasperm" automatically start the utilities. Therefore, it may not 
be necessary to monitor these processes explicitly with BMC Patrol. However, in the 
case of orphaned processes or errors encountered, monitoring the processes does 
provide some inherent advantages. 

Enabling SAS Monitoring for SAS MetadataServer process 

 
The process to monitor the SAS MetadataServer is similar to enabling monitoring for the 
SAS utility process described above, select the Unix KM, PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE->KM Command->Manage List of Monitored Processes" 
dialog, select the "Add New Process" dialog and configure the MetadataServer 
attributes as described below:  
 
• Process Instance Label: sas_metadataserver (this value is tag used to identify 

the process label and is user defined) 
• Monitored Process String: <sas_config_path>/Lev1/SASMain/MetadataServer 
• Minimum Count: 2 
• Maximum Count:  2  
• Acceptable Process Owners: <userid> (process owner userid which launched 

the MetadataServer.sh script) 
• Restart Automatically: Yes 
• Command Execution Attempts: 1 (NOTE: Recommend only a single restart 

attempt, additional restart attempt results are unpredictable) 
• Start Command: 

<sas_config_path>/Lev1/SASMain/MetadataServer/MetadataServer.sh restart 
• Stop Command: 

<sas_config_path>/Lev1/SASMain/MetadataServer/MetadataServer.sh stop  
• Command Execution "user name" and "password"  
 
NOTE: The SAS MetdataServer.sh script starts a SAS process with the "nohup 
$SASCMD <parameters>" command line. In order to monitor the actual SAS process 
CPU and memory information associated with the MetadataServer using BMC Patrol, 
the "Monitored Process String" is an abbreviated string. Additionally, setting the 
minimum and maximum count to "2" allows for accurate tracking of the startup script 
and the started process. 
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Displaying the Status of the SAS MetadataServer process 

Once a process is defined to the Patrol environment, navigate from the "PatrolMainMap" 
folder to ascertain the status of the monitored process. In this instance, expand the 
"sp4shrmeta.unx.sas.com" folder, select the "UNIX OS->PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE" tab and then select the "sas_metadataserver" process 
folder. From this location, one can observe the status for the process to include process 
count (PROCCPPCount), memory utilization (PROCCPPMem) and CPU utilization 
(PROCCPPCPUPerc) associated with the process.  
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Additionally, using the BMC Patrol "Display Included Processes" dialog, the actual 
process ids (PIDs) associated with the monitored process can be observed, along with a 
summary of the process status.  
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Manage List of Monitored Processes for the Metadata Server node 

 
The SAS MetadataServer node consists of the MetadataServer process along with the 
previously defined utility processes. After defining the SAS processes for the node, to 
observe the status of the monitored processes, select “Manage List of Monitored 
Process” dialog under the “PROCESS_PRESENCE->KM Commands”. Then "Report on 
Selected Process" radio button within the dialog to ascertain the status of the process 
directly.  
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Alternate Definition: Monitoring the SAS MetadataServer process 

An alternate monitor definition for the MetadataServer may be enabled by using an 
internal SAS definition of the server that appears on the server start command. The 
advantage of this definition is the process may be directly monitored without having to 
specify the startup script for the metadata server.  
 
The alternate definition is enabled via the Unix KM, PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE->KM Command->Manage List of Monitored Processes" 
dialog, select the "Add New Process" dialog and configure the MetadataServer 
attributes as described below:  
 
• Process Instance Label: sas_metaclass (this value is tag used to identify the 

process label and is user defined) 
• Monitored Process String: 2887E7D7-4780-11D4-879F-00C04F38F0DB 
• Minimum Count: 1 
• Maximum Count:  1  
• Acceptable Process Owners: <userid> (process owner userid which launched 

the MetadataServer.sh script) 
• Restart Automatically: Yes 
• Command Execution Attempts: 1 (NOTE: Recommend only a single restart 

attempt, additional restart attempt results are unpredictable) 
• Start Command: 

<sas_config_path>/Lev1/SASMain/MetadataServer/MetadataServer.sh restart 
• Stop Command: 

<sas_config_path>/Lev1/SASMain/MetadataServer/MetadataServer.sh stop  
• Command Execution "user name" and "password"  
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Displaying the status of the MetadataServer process and related attributes is performed 
using the same Patrol Console features as the previous definitions, using the alternate 
“process instance label” definition.  
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Enabling SAS Monitoring for SAS Shared Server Node 

Configuring Patrol to monitor the SAS Shared Server node follows the same general 
guidelines as configuring the SAS MetadataServer node. The key steps for enabling 
monitoring for the server node include the following:  
 
1. Install BMC Patrol Console and BMC Patrol Client on desired node 
2. Enable Monitoring for the Host via the Patrol Console 
3. Enable Monitoring for the SAS Server Processes (objspawn, elssrv, sasauth, 
StoredProcess and WorkSpace servers) 
4. Customize the Alarms for the SAS Server Process  
 
Enabling BMC Patrol Client Node within the Patrol Console 
 
The following information presumes that BMC Patrol Console has been previously 
installed and that Patrol Client(s) have been installed on the desired client node. Refer 
to the BMC Patrol Console for Windows User Guide and the Patrol Agent Reference 
Manual for a complete description for installing, configuring and administering the BMC 
Patrol Environment. 
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Adding a BMC Patrol Client Node to Patrol Console 

Select the "Host->Add" menu pull-down and complete the fields for the node. In this 
case, the SAS server environment is deployed on the node name:  
 
• sp4shrsassvr.unx.sas.com  (SAS 9.1.3 Shared Server node) 
 
NOTE: During the configuration process of Patrol for the SAS environment, there are 
two SAS installation and configuration values that will be required. The 
<sas_install_path> represents the installation location selected during the SAS 
Installation Wizard process, whereas, the <sas_config_path> represents the 
configuration location selected during the SAS Configuration Wizard.  
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Enabling SAS Monitoring for SAS Utility Processes, “objspawn”, "elssrv" and "sasauth" 

These processes perform authentication, authorization and process invocation services 
for the SAS Servers. There will be a single instance of the “objspawn” process on the 
server node and multiple instances of the "elssrv" and "sasauth" processes. In the 
case of transient servers, such as a SAS WorkspaceServer, these processes are also 
transient. Enable Patrol to monitor these processes via the Unix KM, PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE->KM Command->Manage List of Monitored Processes" 
dialog. Refer to the following dialogs for enabling process monitoring on each of the 
processes:  
 
The "Manage List of Monitored Processes" dialog is raised, select "Add New Process" 
radio button, "OK": 
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The "Add New Process" dialog is used to add process definitions to the Patrol console. 
Modify the following attributes for the "objspawn" process. Repeat these steps for the 
"elssrv" and the "sasauth” processes. The following are the recommended attributes 
for the "objspawn" process, where not specified, use the default values and attributes 
 
• Process Instance Label: sas_objspawn (this value is tag used to identify the 

process label and is user defined) 
• Monitored Process String: <sas_install_path>/utilities/bin/objspawn 
• Minimum Count: 1 (there will be only a single instance of objspawn executing 

on the server node)  
• Maximum Count:  1  
• Acceptable Process Owners: <userid> (process owner userid which started the 

objspawn process)  
• Restart Automatically: Yes 
• Command Execution Attempts: 1 (recommend a single restart attempt) 
• Start Command: 

<sas_config_path>/Lev1/SASApp/ObjectSpawner/ObjectSpawner.sh restart 
• Stop Command: 

<sas_config_path>/Lev1/SASApp/ObjectSpawner/ObjectSpawner.sh stop  
• Command Execution "user name" and "password"  
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The "Add New Process" dialog is used to add process definitions to the Patrol console, 
modify the following attributes for the "elssrv" process. Repeat these steps for the 
"sasauth" process. The following are the recommended attributes for the "elssrv" 
process, where not specified, use the default values and attributes 
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• Process Instance Label: sas_elssrv (this value is tag used to identify the 

process label and is user defined) 
• Monitored Process String: <sas_install_path>/utilities/bin/elssrv  
• Minimum Count: 4 (there is a single elssrv process for each instance of SAS on 

the node, this includes servers and/or user sessions. For a default server node 
installation, there will be a minimum of four processes) 

• Maximum Count:  6 (Set to the maximum number of SAS server sessions that 
may be executing on a server node, it may be necessary to increase this value 
based on the load of transient servers, such as SAS WorkspaceServers or 
dynamically started SAS StoredProcessServers) 

• Acceptable Process Owners: root  
• Restart Automatically: NO 
 
Repeat the "Add New Process" dialog for the "sasauth" processes.  
 
• Process Instance Label: sas_sasauth (this value is tag used to identify the 

process label and is user defined) 
• Monitored Process String: <sas_install_path>/utilities/bin/sasauth 
• Minimum Count: 4 (there is a single elssrv process for each instance of SAS on 

the node. This includes servers and/or user sessions. For a default server node 
installation, there will be a minimum of four process instances) 

• Maximum Count:  6 (Set to the maximum number of SAS server sessions that 
may be executing on a server node, it may be necessary to increase this value 
based on the load of transient servers, such as SAS WorkspaceServers or 
dynamically started SAS StoredProcessServers) 

• Acceptable Process Owners: root  
• Restart Automatically: NO 
 
NOTE: With SAS 9.1.3 SP4 the SAS servers which require services from the utilities 
"elssrv" and "sasuth" automatically start the utilities. Therefore, it may not be 
necessary to monitor these processes explicitly with BMC Patrol. However, in the case 
of orphaned processes or errors encountered, monitoring the processes does provide 
some inherent advantages. 

Displaying the Status of the SAS objspawn process 

Once a process is defined to the Patrol environment, navigate from the "PatrolMainMap" 
folder to ascertain the status of the monitored process. In this instance, expand the 
"sp4shrsassvr.unx.sas.com" folder, select the "UNIX OS->PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE" tab and then select the "sas_objspawn" process folder. 
From this location, one can observe the status for the process to include process count 
(PROCCPPCount), memory utilization (PROCCPPMem) and CPU utilization 
(PROCCPPCPUPerc) associated with the process.  
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Additionally, using the BMC Patrol "Display Included Processes" dialog, the actual 
process ids (PIDs) associated with the monitored process can be observed, along with a 
summary of the process status.  
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Enabling SAS Monitoring for SAS StoredProcess servers process 

Prior to defining the SAS StoredProcess server processes to the Patrol environment, it 
is first necessary to ascertain StoredProcess server definitions from the SAS Metadata 
server, using the SAS Management Console.  Launch the SAS management console 
and connect to the SAS Metadata server. Navigate to the “Server Manager” folder, 
select “SASApp”, “SASApp – Logical StoredProcess Server” folder. Within the folder 
obtain the following configuration values and definitions:  

 
• Logical ID of the Servers, A5FIVPSQ.AV000002 
• Default number of Servers, 3 

 
Obtain the logical ID by “right-clicking” on the “SASApp - Logical Stored Process Server” 
tab and select “Properties”, the ID will be displayed in the properties dialog. 
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Then, select the “SASApp - Stored Process Server” server and the number of servers 
will be displayed in the management console right-side dialog panel, as “LB Conn” 
followed by the server number: 
 

 
 
In the Patrol Console environment, select the Unix KM, PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE->KM Command->Manage List of Monitored Processes" 
dialog, select the "Add New Process" dialog and configure for the SAS 
StoredProcessServer attributes as described below:  
 
• Process Instance Label: sas_storedprocess (this value is tag used to identify 

the process label) 
• Monitored Process String: 

server=OMSOBJ:LOGICALSERVER/A5FIVPSQ.AV000002 
• Minimum Count: 3 
• Maximum Count:  6  
• Acceptable Process Owners: <prdsrv> (SAS stored processes are started with 

the trusted server userid) 
• Restart Automatically: NO 
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NOTE: The SAS objspawn process manages the starting, stopping and load balancing 
for the SAS StoredProcess servers. Therefore, it is not necessary to automatically 
restart the servers from within the Patrol environment.  

Displaying the Status of the SAS StoredProcess server process 

Once a process is defined to the Patrol environment, navigate from the "PatrolMainMap" 
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folder to ascertain the status of the monitored process. In this instance, expand the 
"sp4shrsassvr.unx.sas.com" folder, select the "UNIX OS->PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE" tab and then select the "sas_storedprocess" process folder. 
From this location, one can observe the status for the process to include process count 
(PROCCPPCount), memory utilization (PROCCPPMem) and CPU utilization 
(PROCCPPCPUPerc) associated with the process.  
 

 
 
Additionally, using the BMC Patrol "Display Included Processes" dialog, the actual 
process ids (PIDs) associated with the monitored process can be observed, along with a 
summary of the process status.  
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Alternate Definition: Monitoring the SAS StoredProcess server process 

An alternate monitor definition for the StoredProcess may be enabled by using an 
internal SAS definition of the server. The alternate definition removes the requirement to 
obtain the StoredProcess Server Logical ID from the SAS Management Console.  
 
The alternate definition is enabled via the Unix KM, PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE->KM Command->Manage List of Monitored Processes" 
dialog, select the "Add New Process" dialog and configure the StoredProcess server 
attributes as described below:  
 
• Process Instance Label: sas_storedclass (this value is tag used to identify the 

process label and is user defined) 
• Monitored Process String: 15931E31-667F-11D5-8804-00C04F35AC8C 
• Minimum Count: 3 
• Maximum Count:  6  
• Acceptable Process Owners: <prdsrv> (SAS stored processes are started with 

the trusted server userid) 
• Restart Automatically: NO 
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Enabling SAS Monitoring for SAS Pooled Workspace Servers  

SAS Pooled Workspace servers are persistent servers which are managed by the SAS 
“objspawn” process. These servers are instantiated as a result of user requests for SAS 
pooled workspace services. In order to define the pooled workspace servers to the 
Patrol environment, it is necessary to ascertain the SAS Metadata server ID for the 
logicial pooled workspace servers. Launch the SAS Management Console process and 
connect to the SAS Metadata server node, navigate to the “Server Manager”, “Pooled 
Workspace Server” tab, “right-click” on the “Workspace Server” tab and select 
“Properties”. This will open a server properties dialog which will have the “Server ID” for 
the pooled workspace servers. This Logical ID will be used for the Patrol managed 
process setting.  
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The ID value for the “Pooled Workspace Server – Logical Workspace Server Properties” 
value is “A5FIVPSQ.AV000335” and is used in the definition to the Patrol console.  
 
In the Patrol Console environment, select the Unix KM, PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE->KM Command->Manage List of Monitored Processes" 
dialog, select the "Add New Process" dialog and configure for the SAS Pooled 
Workspace server attributes as described below: 
 
• Process Instance Label: sas_poolid_335 (this value is tag used to identify the 

process label) 
• Monitored Process String: 

server=OMSOBJ:LOGICALSERVER/A5FIVPSQ.AV000335 
• Minimum Count: 0 (NOTE: with no active clients, there may not be servers 

active) 
• Maximum Count:  2 (Set to a nominal value which meets expected usage 

values, based on active clients) 
• Acceptable Process Owners: <blank> (process ownership is based on active 

clients) 
• Restart Automatically: NO 
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Displaying the Status of the SAS Pooled Workspace Server processes 

Once a process is defined to the Patrol environment, navigate from the "PatrolMainMap" 
folder to ascertain the status of the monitored process. In this instance, expand the 
"sp4shrsassvr.unx.sas.com" folder, select the "UNIX OS->PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE" tab and then select the "sas_poolid_335" process folder. 
From this location, one can observe the status for the process to include process count 
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(PROCCPPCount), memory utilization (PROCCPPMem) and CPU utilization 
(PROCCPPCPUPerc) associated with the process.  

 
 
Additionally, using the BMC Patrol "Display Included Processes" dialog, the actual 
process ids (PIDs) associated with the monitored process can be observed, along with a 
summary of the process status.  
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Enabling SAS Monitoring for SAS Workspace Servers  

SAS Pooled Workspace servers are transient servers which are managed by the SAS 
“objspawn” process. These servers are instantiated as a result of user requests for SAS 
workspace services. In order to define the workspace servers to the Patrol environment, 
it is necessary to ascertain the SAS Metadata server ID for the logicial workspace 
servers. Launch the SAS Management Console process and connect to the SAS 
Metadata server node, navigate to the “Server Manager”, “SASApp”, “SASApp - Logical 
Workspace Server” tab, “right-click” on the “Workspace Server” tab and select 
“Properties”. This will open a server properties dialog which will have the “Server ID” for 
the workspace server. This Logical ID will be used for the Patrol managed process 
setting.  
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The ID value for the “SASApp - Logical Workspace Server Properties” value is 
“A5FIVPSQ.AV000001” and is used in the definition to the Patrol console.  
 
In the Patrol Console environment, select the Unix KM, PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE->KM Command->Manage List of Monitored Processes" 
dialog, select the "Add New Process" dialog and configure for the SAS Workspace 
server attributes as described below: 
 
• Process Instance Label: sas_workspace (this value is tag used to identify the 

process label) 
• Monitored Process String: 

server=OMSOBJ:LOGICALSERVER/A5FIVPSQ.AV000001 
• Minimum Count: 0 (NOTE: with no active clients, there may not be servers 

active) 
• Maximum Count:  2 (Set to a nominal value which meets expected usage 

values, based on active clients) 
• Acceptable Process Owners: <blank> (process ownership is based on active 

clients) 
• Restart Automatically: NO 
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Displaying the Status of the SAS Workspace Server processes 

Once a process is defined to the Patrol environment, navigate from the "PatrolMainMap" 
folder to ascertain the status of the monitored process. In this instance, expand the 
"sp4shrsassvr.unx.sas.com" folder, select the "UNIX OS->PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE" tab and then select the "sas_workspace" process folder. 
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From this location, one can observe the status for the process to include process count 
(PROCCPPCount), memory utilization (PROCCPPMem) and CPU utilization 
(PROCCPPCPUPerc) associated with the process.  
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Additionally, using the BMC Patrol "Display Included Processes" dialog, the actual 
process ids (PIDs) associated with the monitored process can be observed, along with a 
summary of the process status.  

Manage List of Monitored Processes for the Shared Server node 

The fully defined SAS Shared server node consists of the “objspawn”, “elssrv”, 
“sasauth” utility processes, along with the “SAS StoredProcess” server, “SAS Pooled 
Workspace Server” and the “SAS Workspace Server” definitions. After successfully 
defining the SAS processes for the node, to observe the status of the monitored 
processes, select “Manage List of Monitored Process” dialog under the 
“PROCESS_PRESENCE->KM Commands”. Then "Report on Selected Process" radio 
button within the dialog to ascertain the status of the process directly. 
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Enabling SAS Monitoring for SAS OLAP Server Node 

Configuring Patrol to monitor the SAS OLAP Server node follows the same general 
guidelines as configuring the SAS MetadataServer node. The key steps for enabling 
monitoring for the server node include the following:  
 
1. Install BMC Patrol Console and BMC Patrol Client on desired node 
2. Enable Monitoring for the Host via the Patrol Console 
3. Enable Monitoring for the SAS OLAP Processes 
4. Customize the Alarms for the SAS Server Process  
 
Enabling BMC Patrol Client Node within the Patrol Console 
 
The following information presumes that BMC Patrol Console has been previously 
installed and that Patrol Client(s) have been installed on the desired client node. Refer 
to the BMC Patrol Console for Windows User Guide and the Patrol Agent Reference 
Manual for a complete description for installing, configuring and administering the BMC 
Patrol Environment. 

Adding a BMC Patrol Client Node to Patrol Console 

Select the "Host->Add" menu pull-down and complete the fields for the node. In this 
case, the SAS server environment is deployed on the node name:  
 
• sp4shrolap.unx.sas.com  (SAS 9.1.3 OLAP Server node) 
 
NOTE: During the configuration process of Patrol for the SAS environment, there are 
two SAS installation and configuration values that will be required. The 
<sas_install_path> represents the installation location selected during the SAS 
Installation Wizard process, whereas, the <sas_config_path> represents the 
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configuration location selected during the SAS Configuration Wizard.  
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Enabling SAS Monitoring for SAS OLAP server process 

Prior to defining the SAS OLAP server process to the Patrol environment, it is first 
necessary to ascertain name of the OLAP server definitions from the SAS Metadata 
server, using the SAS Management Console.  Launch the SAS management console 
and connect to the SAS Metadata server. Navigate to the “Server Manager” folder, 
select “SASApp”, “SASApp – Logical OLAP Server” folder. Within the folder obtain the 
following configuration value:  

 
• Name of the server: SASApp - Logical OLAP Server 

 

 
 
 
In the Patrol Console environment, select the Unix KM, PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE->KM Command->Manage List of Monitored Processes" 
dialog, select the "Add New Process" dialog and configure for the SAS OLAP Server 
attributes as described below:  
 
• Process Instance Label: sas_olapserver (this value is tag used to identify the 

process label) 
• Monitored Process String:  
• Minimum Count: 1 
• Maximum Count:  1  
• Acceptable Process Owners: <prdsas>  
• Restart Automatically: Yes 
• Command Execution Attempts: 1 (NOTE: Recommend only a single restart 
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attempt, additional restart attempt results are unpredictable) 
• Start Command: <sas_config_path>/Lev1/ 

SASApp/OLAPServer/OLAPServer.sh restart 
• Stop Command: <sas_config_path>/Lev1/ 

SASApp/OLAPServer/OLAPServer.sh stop  
• Command Execution "user name" and "password"  
 

 

Displaying the Status of the SAS OLAP server process 

Once a process is defined to the Patrol environment, navigate from the "PatrolMainMap" 
folder to ascertain the status of the monitored process. In this instance, expand the 
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"sp4shrsassvr.unx.sas.com" folder, select the "UNIX OS->PROCESS-
>PROCESS_PRESENCE" tab and then select the "sas_olapserver" process folder. 
From this location, one can observe the status for the process to include process count 
(PROCCPPCount), memory utilization (PROCCPPMem) and CPU utilization 
(PROCCPPCPUPerc) associated with the process.  
 

 
 
Additionally, using the BMC Patrol "Display Included Processes" dialog, the actual 
process ids (PIDs) associated with the monitored process can be observed, along with a 
summary of the process status.  
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Chapter 3: Patrol Administration for the SAS Environment 

Introduction 

The Patrol Console has the ability to set parameters based on computer classes and 
instances, as well as application classes and instances. The parameter settings include 
thresholds, the ability to specify border and alert ranges for the parameters, which 
ultimately will trigger an event into the Patrol Console environment. In addition to 
events, one may enable recovery actions or multiple recovery actions as a result of a 
parameter exceeding the border range or alert. The BMC Patrol Console User Guide 
contains a thorough description for customizing the behavior for parameters and desired 
behaviors. 
 
The process for enabling parameter thresholds for the SAS Servers and utility 
processes is nearly identical for each of the monitored processes. The following 
scenario describes setting thresholds for the SAS Metadata server and the result of 
exceeding a threshold for CPU Utilization. Setting thresholds for the remaining servers 
is further described in the table at the end of this chapter. The table contains 
recommend initial settings for each process.  
 
The interrelationship between IT infrastructure, operational business requirements and 
service level agreements for organizations require that the default thresholds described 
below be closely monitored. In most cases, the IT administrator and operational 
business community will have to collaborate on the necessary thresholds for each 
server, to allow setting thresholds which optimize user responsiveness balanced with 
system performance expectations.  Restated, the default settings, in most 
environments, will need to be adjusted for site operational requirements.  

Enabling Parameter Thresholds for SAS Metadata Server Node 

Using the BMC Patrol Console, select the desired node, and navigate through the menu 
dialogs “KM Commands->Event Management->Parameter Settings->Thresholds. A 
menu dialog will be displayed which allows further navigation to the desired “target 
class”, “instance class” and then “target parameter”. Select the desired class or 
parameter in each dialog and “Accept”. Note that during the dialog navigation process 
BMC Patrol decorates the window title with specific node:computer class: information to 
confirm the desired path to the target parameter.  
 
Select the /PROCPRES class, Patrol generates an INSTANCE(S) dialog which contains 
the list of monitored processes (these are the processes which were defined to BMC 
Patrol in Chapter 1). If the INSTANCE(S) for the desired SAS processes are not 
included in the dialog, confirm the processes have been correctly defined as described 
in Chapter 1.  

Specifying CPU Performance Utilization Thresholds  for SAS Metadata Server Node 

Select the “sas_metaclass”, from the PARAMETER(S) dialog, select the 
PROCPPCPUPerc target, which then opens the dialog to “CONFIGURE 
THRESHOLDS”.  
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Specify the following thresholds and attributes for the “sas_metaclass”:  

• Select Active 
• Enable “Border Range”, “Alarm Range 1”, “Alarm Range 2”, “Apply to current 

session” and “Make persistent”.  
• Border Range:  OK; Min=0;  Max=100;  Immediately On Alarm; N=0 
• Alarm Range  1:  OK; Min=50; Max=70;  Immediately On Alarm; N=0 
• Alarm Range 2:  OK; Min=70; Max=100;  Immediately On Alarm; N=0 
 
NOTE: These settings are initial default recommendations based on SAS R&D 
testing scenarios for a node which is exclusively configured to host the Metadata 
Server process. In an environment where multiple SAS Servers are configured on 
the same node as the Metadata server, it will be necessary to balance the ranges to 
achieve operation business response expectations.  
 

The following dialogs depict navigation through the BMC Patrol Console for the 
Metadata Server process. When the parameter thresholds are defined to the Patrol 
environment, if conditions occur which exceed the defined thresholds, BMC Patrol will 
trigger an alert event, based on the alarm range values defined for the specific 
application instance:  
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BMC Patrol Parameter Selection Dialog Panels, selecting the sas_metaclass and the PROCPPCPUPerc parameter  
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BMC Patrol CONFIGURE THRESHOLDS dialog. Note the application instance class description in the dialog 

Specifying Memory Utilization Thresholds for SAS Metadata Server Node 

Using the BMC Patrol Console, select the desired node, and navigate through the menu 
dialogs “KM Commands->Event Management->Parameter Settings->Thresholds. A 
menu dialog will be displayed which allows further navigation to the desired “target 
class”, “instance class” and then “target parameter”. Select the desired class or 
parameter in each dialog and “Accept”. Note that during the dialog navigation process 
BMC Patrol decorates the window title with specific node:computer class: information to 
confirm the desired path to the target parameter.  
 
Select the /PROCPRES class, Patrol generates an INSTANCE(S) dialog which contains 
the list of monitored processes (these are the processes which were defined to BMC 
Patrol in Chapter 1). If the INSTANCE(S) for the desired SAS processes are not 
included in the dialog, confirm the processes have been correctly defined as described 
in Chapter 1.  
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Select the “sas_metaclass”, from the PARAMETER(S) dialog, select the PROCPPMem 
target, which then opens the dialog to “CONFIGURE THRESHOLDS”.  
 
Specify the following thresholds and attributes for the “sas_metaclass”:  

• Select Active 
• Enable “Border Range”, “Alarm Range 1”, “Alarm Range 2”, “Apply to current 

session” and “Make persistent”.  
• Border Range:   

o Min=0;   Max=2000000;  Immediately;   N=0  
• Alarm Range  1:   

o Min=1500000;  Max=1800000;  After Alarm Occurs;  N=2 
• Alarm Range 2:  

o Min=1 800000;  Max=2000000;  After Alarm Occurs;  N=2 
 
NOTE: The Border, Alarm Range 1 and Alarm Range 2 are based on setting a 
Windows X32 2GB limit for memory utilization of the Metadata Server and included 
here for descriptive purposes only. The Metadata server utilizes an in-memory 
database for optimized performance characteristics. The actual memory usage is 
dependent on the size of the metadata repositories stored in the server. Display the 
actual Metadata Server memory utilization using the BMC Patrol Console dialogs, 
either the PROCESS_PRESENCE dialog, “Display Included Processes” or via the 
PROCPPMem graph:  
 

 

Exceeding a Parameter Thresholds for SAS Metadata Server Node 

The BMC Patrol Console will emit events when a defined parameter exceeds the 
configured thresholds. The image below demonstrates the alarm conditions associated 
with the exceeding the PROCPPCPUPerc thresholds. Notice the Alarm Range 1 and 
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Alarm Range 2 shaded areas in the graph, which correspond to the previously 
customized threshold definitions. Additionally, the Patrol Console aggregates events 
into the console environment, through the explorer “tree” panel on the upper left, as well 
as in the “message view” across the bottom of the console.  
 

 
NOTE: The ALARM thresholds were adjusted to an unrealistic value for demonstration purposes. 

Administration Commands for SAS Metadata Server Node 

Administration f the SAS Metadata server consists of commands to monitor the status of the 
server and modify the state of the server from with the BMC Patrol Console environment. It is 
necessary to have access to a Patrol Developer Console to implement the administration 
commands. The key steps to add administration commands include:  

• Defining SAS environment variables to the Unix KM 
• Defining the KM menu commands to administer the server 
• Validating the correct behavior of the commands for the environment  

Defining Global Environment Variables to the Patrol UNIX KM 

Using the Patrol Developer Console, select the KM tab in the explorer view and navigate to the 
Knowledge Module->Application Classes->Process->Global->Environments folder. Right-click, 
select New and define the following attributes, select OK;  
 
 Name=SAS_INSTALL_PATH   

Value=<sas_install_path>  where the <sas_install_path> value is what was previously 
defined in Chapter 1. 
 
Define a second new variable within the same environments folder using the following attributes:  
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 Name=SAS_CONFIG_PATH   

Value=<sas_config_path>   (previously defined in Chapter 1) 

Defining the Menu Command to Start the SAS Metadata Server 

Using the Patrol Developer Console, select the KM tab in the explorer view and navigate to the 
Knowledge Module->Application Classes->Process->Global->Commands->Menu Commands 
folder. Right-click, select New and define the following attributes in the “Commands Properties 
for <new name> dialog box, using the dialog menu tabs and select OK. 
  
 General Tab:   

Name: SAS Start Metadata Server   
Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab:  
${SAS_CONFIG_PATH}/SASMain/MetadataServer/MetadataServer.sh start 
OS Command 

 Security: 
  Security Type: prompt 
  Username: <sas_adminstrator_userid>  (previously defined in Chapter 1) 
 
NOTE: Defining a PROCESS GLOBAL menu command to start the server, allows the operator 
access to the start command whenever the UNIX KM PROCESS discovery is active.  
 
The following image depicts the completed definitions for the PROCESS Global environment 
variables and the SAS Start Metadata Server menu command.  
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Creating a Custom Application Class to Administer the SAS Metadata Server 

A custom application class allows creation of tailored commands for an application to the Patrol 
environment. In this instance, a new application class will be defined to Patrol to allow 
administration of the SAS Metadata Server. The commands will be surfaced into the Patrol 
console as “KM Commands” when Patrol discovers the application is active.  
 
Using the Patrol Developer Console, select the KM tab in the explorer view and navigate to the 
Knowledge Module->Application Classes, right-click, select New and enter the application name 
“SAS_META_ADMIN”, select OK. Define the following attributes in the “Application 
properties”, using the dialog menu tabs and select OK:  
 
 General Tab:   

As defined in the SAS_META_ADMIN properties image below 
 Help Tab: default values 
 Icons: optionally select desired icons from the Patrol icon library 
 Security:  
  Select Application Requires Security 
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  Username: <sas administrator userid>  
  Password:  <sas administrator password> 

Processes:  
 <sas_install_path>/sas     (previously defined in Chapter 1) 
 

 

Defining Local Environment Variables to the Patrol UNIX KM 

Using the Patrol Developer Console, select the KM tab in the explorer view and navigate to the 
Knowledge Module->Application Classes->SAS_META_ADMIN->Local->Environments 
folder. Right-click, select New and define the following attributes, select OK;  
 
 Name=SAS_INSTALL_PATH   

Value=<sas_install_path>  where the <sas_install_path> value is what was previously 
defined in Chapter 1. 

 
Define a new variable within the same environments folder using the following attributes:  
 
 Name=SAS_CONFIG_PATH   

Value=<sas_config_path>  where the <sas_config_path> previously defined in Chapter 1. 
 
Define a new variable within the same environments folder using the following attributes:  
 
 Name=SAS_OMA_PORT   

Value=<metadata_server_port>  where the default value is 8561 
 
When complete the Unix KM PROCESS GLOBAL environments folder view will display the 
defined local environment variables.  
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Defining the Menu Commands to Administer the SAS Metadata Server 

The administration commands for the metadata server include the ability to obtain the server 
status, pause, resume and stop the server. The commands are defined under the 
SAS_META_ADMIN application class created in the previous step.  The commands will be 
created under the node name associated with the metadata server.  
 
Using the Patrol Developer Console, select the KM tab in the explorer view and navigate to the 
Knowledge Module->Application Classes->SAS_META_ADMIN->Local folder. Select the 
sp4shrmeta.unx.sas.com->Menu Commands folder, Right-click, select New. A “Command 
Properties” dialog box will be created. Refer to the following sections on defining each of the 
appropriate commands to administer the metadata server.   

Sample Shell Script to Execute SAS Metadata Server Commands 
The following script may be used as a guide to execute the SAS administration commands. It 
will be necessary to modify the shell script to set local node name values and any site 
customization attributes that may be required.  The PROC METAOPERATE SAS procedure 
communicates through SAS internal protocols to the metadata server. Customize the SERVER, 
PORT, and ACTION values, the SERVER and PORT values are the same for each command, 
the ACTION value is the only required change for each of the individual commands.  
 

# 
# Define pre-execution attributes and values 
# 
METAFILE=patrol.sas.metaoperate.tmp 
cd /tmp 
rm -f $METAFILE 
rm -f $METAFILE.log 
# Create input metadata command stream for SAS execution 
cat > $METAFILE << __EOF  
PROC METAOPERATE                
   SERVER='<metadata.server.node>'     
   PORT=<8561> 
   PROTOCOL=BRIDGE           
   ACTION=<command>;           
   RUN;                     
   endsas;                  
__EOF 
# 
# Execute SAS using the created input stream as –sysin  
# and emit the output to the Patrol System output window 
# 
${SAS_INSTALL_PATH}/sas -nonews -nodms -sysin $METAFILE 
cat $METAFILE.log 
# 
# Define post-execution attributes and values 
# 
rm -f $METAFILE 
rm -f $METAFILE.log 

SAS Metadata Server PROC METAOPERATE Procedure 
 
The BMC Patrol environment will typically display password information in dialog boxes as a 
series of asterisks, “******”.  The PROC METAOPERATE command defined in the previous 
script may be augmented with an imbedded userid and password syntax. If  site security settings 
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allow persistent password information to be stored, utilize the following augmented PROC 
METAOPERATE syntax:  
 

PROC METAOPERATE                
   SERVER='<metadata.server.node>'     
   PORT=<8561> 
   PROTOCOL=BRIDGE 
   USERID='<userid>'  
   PASSWORD='<password>' 
   ACTION=<command>;           
   RUN;                     

SAS PROC PWENCODE Procedure 
 
Generate an encrypted password to be placed into the PROC METAOPERATE command using 
the PROC PWENCODE SAS language procedure. For example,  
 

PROC PWENCODE  in='<password>'; run; 
 
Results in the generation of the following encrypted password: “{sas001}PHBhc3N3b3JkPg==”, 
which is then included in the PROC METAOPERATE procedure:  
 

PROC METAOPERATE                
   SERVER='<metadata.server.node>'     
   PORT=<8561> 
   PROTOCOL=BRIDGE 
   USERID='<userid>'  
   PASSWORD='{sas001}PHBhc3N3b3JkPg==' 
   ACTION=<command>;           
   RUN;                     

Defining the SAS Metadata Server Status Command 
 
In the “Menu Commands” new “Command Properties” dialog specify the following values and 
select OK:  
 
General Tab:   

Name: Metadata Server Status 
Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab: (using the sample shell script provided, customize) 
   SERVER='<metadata.server.node>'     
   PORT=<8561> 
   PROTOCOL=BRIDGE           
   ACTION=STATUS;           

 Security: 
  Security Type: inherit 
 

Defining the SAS Metadata Server Pause Command 
In the “Menu Commands” new “Command Properties” dialog specify the following values and 
select OK:  
 
General Tab:   

Name: Metadata Server Pause 
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Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab: (using the sample shell script provided, customize) 
   SERVER='<metadata.server.node>'     
   PORT=<8561> 
   PROTOCOL=BRIDGE           
   ACTION=PAUSE;           

 Security: 
  Security Type: prompt 

User Name: <sas_administrator_userid> 

Defining the SAS Metadata Server Resume Command 
In the “Menu Commands” new “Command Properties” dialog specify the following values and 
select OK:  
 
General Tab:   

Name: Metadata Server Resume 
Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab: (using the sample shell script provided, customize) 
   SERVER='<metadata.server.node>'     
   PORT=<8561> 
   PROTOCOL=BRIDGE           
   ACTION=RESUME;           

 Security: 
  Security Type: prompt 

User Name: <sas_administrator_userid> 

Defining the SAS Metadata Server Stop Command 
In the “Menu Commands” new “Command Properties” dialog specify the following values and 
select OK:  
 
General Tab:   

Name: Metadata Server Stop  
Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab:  
   ${SAS_CONFIG_PATH}/MetadataServer/MetadataServer.sh stop  

 Security: 
  Security Type: prompt 

User Name: <sas_administrator_userid> 

Custom Application Class Menu Commands for the SAS Metadata Server 
 
The following images depict the completed definitions for the SAS_META_ADMIN custom 
application class. These commands will be available in the console under the “KM Commands” 
menu on the selected node.  
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Menu Command and Environment Definitions for the SAS  Metadata Server Administration Commands 

Administration Commands for SAS ObjectSpawner and OLAP Server Node 

Administration f the SAS ObjectSpawner and the OLAP server follow the same general 
guidelines as defining the Metadata Server administration commands.  The following sections 
contain the command options for the ObjectSpawner and OLAP servers.  

Start  Commands for the SAS ObjectSpawner and OLAP Server 

Create the “SAS Start ObjectSpawner Server” command using the  Knowledge Module-
>Application Classes->Process->Global->Commands->Menu Commands folder. Right-click, 
select New and define the following attributes in the “Commands Properties for <new name>” 
dialog box, using the dialog menu tabs and select OK. There will be a SAS ObjectSpawner 
server per node, therefore, the <server_node_config_path> represents the path to the SASApp 
directory on the local node.  
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 General Tab:   
Name: SAS Start ObjectSpawner Server   
Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab:  
<server_node_config_path>/SASApp/ObjectSpawner/ObjectSpawner.sh start 
OS Command 

 Security: 
  Security Type: prompt 
  Username: <sas_adminstrator_userid>  (previously defined in Chapter 1) 
 
Create a “SAS Start OLAP Server” command using the same “Menu Commands” folder with the 
following attributes:  
 
 General Tab:   

Name: SAS Start OLAP Server   
Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab:  OLAPServer.sh 
<server_node_config_path>/SASApp/ OLAPServer/OLAPServer.sh start 
OS Command 

 Security: 
  Security Type: prompt 
  Username: <sas_adminstrator_userid>  (previously defined in Chapter 1) 

Creating a Custom Application Class for the SAS ObjectSpawner and OLAP Server 

Using the Patrol Developer Console, select the KM tab in the explorer view and navigate to the 
Knowledge Module->Application Classes, right-click, select New and enter the application name 
“SAS_OBJSPAWN_ADMIN”, select OK. Define the following attributes in the “Application 
properties”, using the dialog menu tabs and select OK:  
 
 General Tab:   

As defined in the SAS_OBJSPAWN_ADMIN properties image below 
 Help Tab: default values 
 Icons: optionally select desired icons from the Patrol icon library 
 Security:  
  Select Application Requires Security 
  Username: <sas administrator userid>  
  Password:  <sas administrator password> 

Processes:  
 <sas_install_path>//utilities/bin/objspawn 
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Create the “SAS_OLAP_ADMIN” custom application class from within the same “Application 
Classes” folder, using the following attributes:  
 
 General Tab:   

As defined in the SAS_OLAP_ADMIN properties image below 
 Help Tab: default values 
 Icons: optionally select desired icons from the Patrol icon library 
 Security:  
  Select Application Requires Security 
  Username: <sas administrator userid>  
  Password:  <sas administrator password> 

Processes:  
 <sas_config_path>/SASApp/OLAPServer/OLAPServer.sh 
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Status, Stop and Restart Commands for the SAS ObjectSpawner Server 

Create the “ObjectSpawner Status” command using the  Knowledge Module->Application 
Classes->Process->Global->Commands->Menu Commands folder. Right-click, select New and 
define the following attributes in the “Commands Properties for <new name>” dialog box, using 
the dialog menu tabs and select OK. There will be a SAS ObjectSpawner server per node, 
therefore, the <server_node_config_path> represents the path to the SASApp directory on the 
local node.  
  
 General Tab:   

Name: ObjectSpawner Status 
Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab:  
<server_node_config_path>/SASApp/ObjectSpawner/ObjectSpawner.sh status 
OS Command 

 Security: 
  Security Type: prompt 
  Username: <sas_adminstrator_userid>  (previously defined in Chapter 1) 
 
Create an “ObjectSpawner Stop” command from within the same “Menu Commands” dialog 
using the following properties:  
 
 General Tab:   

Name: ObjectSpawner Stop 
Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab:  
<server_node_config_path>/SASApp/ObjectSpawner/ObjectSpawner.sh stop 
OS Command 

 Security: 
  Security Type: prompt 
  Username: <sas_adminstrator_userid>  (previously defined in Chapter 1) 
 
Create an “ObjectSpawner Restart” command from within the same “Menu Commands” dialog 
using the following properties:  
 
 General Tab:   

Name: ObjectSpawner Restart 
Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab:  
<server_node_config_path>/SASApp/ObjectSpawner/ObjectSpawner.sh restart 
OS Command 

 Security: 
  Security Type: prompt 
  Username: <sas_adminstrator_userid>  (previously defined in Chapter 1) 
 

Status, Stop and Restart Commands for the SAS OLAP Server 

Create the “OLAP Server Status” command using the  Knowledge Module->Application 
Classes->Process->Global->Commands->Menu Commands folder. Right-click, select New and 
define the following attributes in the “Commands Properties for <new name>” dialog box, using 
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the dialog menu tabs and select OK. The SAS OLAP server is defined in the  
<server_node_config_path> in the SASApp directory on the local node.  
  
 General Tab:   

Name: OLAP Server Status 
Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab:   
<server_node_config_path>/ SASApp/OLAPServer/OLAPServer.sh status  
OS Command 

 Security: 
  Security Type: prompt 
  Username: <sas_adminstrator_userid>  (previously defined in Chapter 1) 
 
Create an “OLAP Server Stop” command from within the same “Menu Commands” dialog using 
the following properties:  
 
 General Tab:   

Name: OLAP Server Stop 
Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab:  
<server_node_config_path>/ SASApp/OLAPServer/OLAPServer.sh stop 
OS Command 

 Security: 
  Security Type: prompt 
  Username: <sas_adminstrator_userid>  (previously defined in Chapter 1) 
 
Create an “OLAP Server Restart” command from within the same “Menu Commands” dialog 
using the following properties:  
 
 General Tab:   

Name: OLAP Server Restart 
Command  
Always Available 

 Command Tab:  
<server_node_config_path>/ SASApp/OLAPServer/OLAPServer.sh restart 
OS Command 

 Security: 
  Security Type: prompt 
  Username: <sas_adminstrator_userid>  (previously defined in Chapter 1) 
 
The completed menu commands for the ObjectSpawner Server and the OLAP Server custom 
application class, along with the OLAP KM Commands is depicted in the following images. 
Note also the previously defined application class for the SAS_META_ADMIN commands.  
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Enabling Parameter Thresholds for SAS Servers and Utility Processes 

Using the BMC Patrol Console, select the desired node, and navigate through the menu 
dialogs “KM Commands->Event Management->Parameter Settings->Thresholds. A 
menu dialog will be displayed which allows further navigation to the desired “target 
class”, “instance class” and then “target parameter”. Select the desired class or 
parameter in each dialog and “Accept”. Note that during the dialog navigation process 
BMC Patrol decorates the window title with specific node:computer class: information to 
confirm the desired path to the target parameter.  
 
Select the /PROCPRES class, Patrol generates an INSTANCE(S) dialog which contains 
the list of monitored processes (these are the processes which were defined to BMC 
Patrol in Chapter 1). If the INSTANCE(S) for the desired SAS processes are not 
included in the dialog, confirm the processes have been correctly defined as described 
in Chapter 1.  
 
Configure the PROCPPCPUPerc and PROCPPMem threshold values as enumerated in 
the following table.  
 
Process Name  
(/PROCPRES 
Instance) 

CPU Threshold Values 
(PROCPPCPUPerc:   
                        min  / max 
) 

Memory Threshold Values 
(PROCPPMem KB:  
                          min  / max )  

sas_auth 
 

Border Range:    0 / 3 
Alarm Range 1:  1 / 2 
Alarm Range 2:  2 / 3 

Border Range:   0 / 4000 
Alarm Range 1: 3000 / 3500 
Alarm Range 2: 3500 / 4000 
(per instance value) 

sas_elssrv 
 

Border Range:    0 / 3 
Alarm Range 1:  1 / 2 
Alarm Range 2:  2 / 3 

Border Range:  0 / 3000 
Alarm Range 1: 2000 / 2500  
Alarm Range 2: 2500 / 3000  
(per instance value) 

sas_objectspawn Border Range:    0 / 3 
Alarm Range 1:  1 / 2 
Alarm Range 2:  2 / 3 

Border Range:   0 / 20000 
Alarm Range 1: 16000 / 18000 
Alarm Range 2:  18000 / 20000  

 
SAS BI Server parameter thresholds definitions will be highly installation and site dependent. A 
number of unpredictable factors will affect threshold settings for the class of servers. The most 
influential factor in ascertaining the appropriate values are user response expectations balanced 
against system capacity. These settings are initial recommendations only; 
 
NOTE: BMC Patrol threshold reporting is based on an aggregation of all processes which are 
associated with a PROCESS_PRESENCE definition.  
sas_storedclass 
sas_workspace 
sas_poolid_335 
sas_olapserver 

Border Range:  0 / 100 
Alarm Range 1: 30 / 50 
Alarm Range 2: 50 / 100 

Border Range:  0 / 100000 
Alarm Range 1: 70000 / 85000 
Alarm Range 2: 85000 / 
100000 

Table 2: Parameter Thresholds for the SAS Application Instance Classes 
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Chapter 4: Patrol LOG Monitoring for the SAS Environment 

Introduction 

Monitoring the SAS server environment is enabled using the integrated BMC Patrol LOG 
knowledge module. The key activities associated with defining the SAS server environment logs 
to patrol include:  
 

• Specifying Patrol Permissions for SAS Server Logs 
• Enable Monitoring for the SAS server logs within Patrol 
• Defining messages to Patrol and customizing Patrol events  
• Managing the logging events within the Patrol environment 

 
For additional information on System Monitoring and Logging associated with the SAS server 
environment, refer to the SAS 9.1.3 Intelligence Platform: System Administration Guide, Part 4.  

Specifying Patrol Permissions for SAS Server Logs 

The SAS server logs permissions are set during the configuration process of each of the servers 
and permissions are restricted to “read, write, execute” for the “owner” userid. Before the Patrol 
Agent can monitor SAS server logs, permissions must be enabled that allow Patrol to access 
these logs. There are multiple methods that may be specified, the method selected is dependent 
on site security policies. The following represent the various options for allowing access to the 
SAS server logs for Patrol:  
 

• Adding the Patrol userid to the SAS “owner” userid group 
• Adding “root” to the SAS “owner” userid group and allowing the Patrol LOGMON 

class root authority 
• Allow suid permissions and root ownership of the LOG monitor programs 
• Use the Patrol, x/wpconfig commands to create a /AgentSetup/LOG.OSdefaultAccount 

for the “root” userid 
 
In all cases above, the first step is to modify the permissions for the SAS “group” by adding 
either “patrol” or “root” users to the SAS group. The following is an example of a typical /etc/ 
group file with both the “root” and “patrol” users added to the “sas” group:  
 
sas:!:15:root,patrol,sasadm,sassrv,sasguest,sastrust,sasdemo 

Modifying the permissions for the SAS MetadataServer logs directory 

Assuming a SAS Metadata Server configuration directory of:  
 
/opt/SAS913SP4/Lev1/SASMain  

 
Set the SAS MetadataServer log permissions as depicted below:  
  

chmod    750 /opt/SAS913SP4/Lev1/SASMain/MetadataServer 
chmod –R 750 /opt/SAS913SP4/Lev1/SASMain/MetadataServer/logs 
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The “chmod” command enables users in the “sas” group “read” and “execute” access to the logs 
directory, as well as subordinate log files. The equivalent permissions would need to be set for 
each of the SAS logs that the Patrol environment is configured to monitor.  

Allowing the Patrol LOGMON class root authority 

Modify the LOGMON.km to enable security by clicking on the "Application Requires Security" 
button, and entering the "root" id and password on the Application class screen of the km.  This 
can be done on a Developer's Console with the following steps. 
 

1) select "Attributes/Application Classes" 
2) double click on the LOGMON class. 
3) highlight the "Application Requires Security" button, and enter the "root" id and 
password 
4) click OK. 

Allow suid permissions and root ownership of the LOG monitor programs 

Navigate to the PATROL_HOME directory for the desired agent and issue a chown and chmod 
command as depicted below:  

 
$PATROL_HOME/Patrol3/pmg/<OS directory> 
-rwxr-xr-x   1 patrol   bmc   18808 Aug  4 12:24 pmgpipereader 
-rwxr-xr-x   1 patrol   bmc  140456 Aug  4 12:24 pmgreader 
(chown root) & (chmod 6755) on the above files 

Enabling Monitoring for the SAS Metadata Server  

In the Patrol Console environment, for the desired node, select the Unix KM, LOG ->KM 
Command->Manage List of Monitored Files" dialog, select the "Add" radio button, enter a user 
specified <label> for the log to be monitored and select Apply:  
 
This will launch a new dialog labeled “Add File for Label: <label>, dialog which is the main 
dialog to configure a monitored log file.  
 
Attributes for the SAS Metadata Server logs include the following:  
 
• File/Pipe Name: <absolute path to the metadata server logs> for example 

<sas_config_path>/Lev1/SASMain/MetadataServer/logs/MetadataServer_*.log 
• Search String: refer to creating a log instance section below 
• File Type: Text 
• File Disposition: Latest 

Customizing Monitoring for the Metadata Server 

The Patrol LOG.km supports various conventions and customization for log monitoring, 
including string pattern matching, thresholds, custom event messages and advanced optional 
features. These customizations are configured in the “Add File for Label:” dialog panel.  
 
The following notes describe how to customize monitoring for the SAS Metadata Server log: 
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• Using the file name specification of  “…/MetadataServer_*.log” and the file disposition 

of “Latest”, allows Patrol to monitor the server logs when log rollover occurs every 24 
hours. Patrol creates a new log instance for each monitored log file;  

• The “Search String” dialog supports regular expressions, to include multiple messages 
per search sting in a form delimited by a “vertical bar”. The format of the search string 
field is:  \(string one\)|\(string two\)\|(string three\)  

• Optionally, tailor the “Alert Options”, “State Change Options” or “Advanced Features”, 
depending on local site requirements.  

Creating a Metadata Server Information Log Instance 

Using the information described above, create a <label> value of SAS_META_INFO. This log 
monitoring instance will collect informational messages associated with normal operations of the 
server. Specify “State Change Options=NONE” and the following text in the “Search String” and   
 
\(New client connection * accepted from server port\)\|\(Client 
connection * closed.\)\|\(NOTE: Log file opened at\)\|\(NOTE: Log 
file closing\)\|\(NOTE: Log continues in\)\|\( Defined server 
listen connection *  on port\)\|\(The connection was reset by a 
peer\) 

Creating a Metadata Server Error Log Instance 

Using the information described above, create a <label> value of SAS_META_ERROR. This log 
monitoring instance will collect warning and error messages associated with normal operations 
of the server. Specify “State Change Options=Warning” , “Threshold Match Count=1” and the 
following text in the “Search String”  
 
\(The user does not have permission\)\|\(ERROR: Access 
denied.\)\|\(NOTE: New client connection * rejected from server 
port\)\|\(ERROR: \)\|\( is associated will be expiring soon\) 

Using Patrol to Monitor the Metadata Server Logs 

When the logs have been successfully defined to the Patrol environment, Patrol will emit alerts 
based on the message instance that triggered the event. Using the LOG KM, navigate to the 
instance of the monitored log, SAS_META_INFO for example, and one can track various 
metrics associated with the log as well as view the current log using the KM Command->Log 
Browser dialog.  
 
The following images depict various configuration aspects of defining the Metadata Server log 
monitoring to Patrol:  
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Metadata Server Log: Creating an instance of a monitored log within Patrol 

 

 
Metadata Server Log: Customizing an instance of the SAS_META_ERROR log within Patrol 
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Metadata Server Log: Browsing the contents of the Metadata Server log 

Enabling Monitoring for the SAS ObjectSpawner Server  

Monitoring the SAS ObjectSpawner is enabled using the integrated BMC Patrol LOG knowledge 
module. The key activities associated with defining the SAS server environment logs to patrol 
include:  
 

• Specifying Patrol Permissions for SAS Server Logs 
• Enable Monitoring for the SAS server logs within Patrol 
• Defining messages to Patrol and customizing Patrol events  
• Managing the logging events within the Patrol environment 

 
Defining monitoring for the ObjectSpawner essentially follows the same steps as defining 
monitoring for the SAS MetadataServer logs. The key difference is the location and “string 
search” contents of the ObjectSpawner log.   
 
In the Patrol Console environment, for the desired node, select the Unix KM, LOG ->KM 
Command->Manage List of Monitored Files" dialog, select the "Add" radio button, enter a user 
specified <label> for the log to be monitored and select Apply:  
 
This will launch a new dialog labeled “Add File for Label: <label>, dialog which is the main 
dialog to configure a monitored log file.  
 
Attributes for the SAS ObjectSpawner Server logs include the following:  
 

• File/Pipe Name: <absolute path to the ObjectSpawner server logs> for example 
<sas_config_path>/Lev1/SASApp/ObjectSpawner/logs/objspawn_console.log 

• Search String: refer to creating a log instance section below 
• File Type: Text 
• File Disposition: Latest 
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Creating an ObjectSpawner Server Information Log Instance 

Using the information described above, create a <label> value of SAS_OBJSPAWN_INFO. This 
log monitoring instance will collect informational messages associated with normal operations of 
the server. Specify “State Change Options=NONE” and the following text in the “Search String” 
field:  
 
\(Inherited client connection\)\|\(Objspawn has completed  
initialization.\)\|\(NOTE: Log continues in\)\|\(Client 
connection * closed.\)\|\(Defined server listen connection\) 

Creating an ObjectSpawner Server Error Log Instance 

Using the information described above, create a <label> value of SAS_OBJSPAWN_ERROR. 
This log monitoring instance will collect warning and error messages associated with normal 
operations of the server. Specify “State Change Options=Warning” , “Threshold Match 
Count=1” and the following text in the “Search String”  
 
\(The user does not have permission\)\|\(ERROR: Access 
denied.\)\|\(NOTE: New client connection * rejected from server 
port\)\|\(ERROR: \) 

Enabling Monitoring for the SAS Workspace and StoredProcess Servers  

Monitoring the SAS Workspace and StoredProcess servers is enabled using the integrated BMC 
Patrol LOG knowledge module. The key activities associated with defining the SAS server 
environment logs to patrol include:  
 

• Specifying Patrol Permissions for SAS Server Logs 
• Enable Monitoring for the SAS server logs within Patrol 
• Defining messages to Patrol and customizing Patrol events  
• Managing the logging events within the Patrol environment 

 
Defining monitoring for the SAS Workspace and StoredProcess server essentially follows the 
same steps as defining monitoring for the SAS MetadataServer logs. The key difference is the 
location and “string search” contents of the server logs.  
 
In the Patrol Console environment, for the desired node, select the Unix KM, LOG ->KM 
Command->Manage List of Monitored Files" dialog, select the "Add" radio button, enter a user 
specified <label> for the log to be monitored and select Apply:  
 
This will launch a new dialog labeled “Add File for Label: <label>, dialog which is the main 
dialog to configure a monitored log file.  
 
Attributes for the SAS StoredProcess server logs include the following:  
 

• File/Pipe Name: <absolute path to the StoredProcess server logs> for example 
<sas_config_path>/Lev1/SASApp/StoredProcessServer//logs/StoredProcessServer_*.lo
g 

• Search String: refer to creating a log instance section below 
• File Type: Text 
• File Disposition: All (It may be necessary to periodically archive StoredProcessServer 

log files, as these are created for each new instance of a StoredProcessServer) 
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Creating a StoredProcess Server Information Log Instance 

Using the information described above, create a <label> value of SAS_STORED_INFO. This 
log monitoring instance will collect informational messages associated with normal operations of 
the servers. Specify “State Change Options=NONE” and the following text in the “Search 
String” and   
 
\(New client connection * accepted from server port\)\|\(Client 
connection * closed.\)\|\(NOTE: Log file opened at\)\|\(NOTE: Log 
file closing\)\|\( Defined server listen connection *  on port\) 
 
Additionally, it may be desired to capture the names of the SAS stored processes which are 
executing within the server. In this case, one may append the following string definition to the 
“Search String”, or alternately, define a Log instance which only consumes the name of the 
stored process:   
 

\|\(: Executing \) 

Creating a StoredProcess Server Error Log Instance 

Using the information described above, create a <label> value of SAS_STORED_ERROR. This 
log monitoring instance will collect warning and error messages associated with operations of the 
servers. Specify “State Change Options=Warning” , “Threshold Match Count=1” and the 
following text in the “Search String”  
 
\(ERROR: Access denied.\)\|\(NOTE: New client connection * 
rejected from server port\)\|\(ERROR: \)\|\( is associated will 
be expiring soon\) 
 
The following image depicts an instance where the SAS StoredProcess server has a SAS license 
data which is about to be expired. Note that license expiration error was not encountered until the 
StoredProcessServer_26.log, whereas, the previous logs did not include the error condition:  
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Enabling Logging for the SAS Workspace Server 

By default, logging is disabled for the SAS Workspace servers. The primary reason for disabling 
logging for the server is the volume of information generated as a result of the transient 
workspace server activity. Additionally, workspace servers are launched as a result of client 
request for compute services and therefore, workspace server logs are generally returned back to 
the requesting client. To enable server-side logging on the Workspace server node, refer to the 
SAS 9.1.3 Intelligence Platform: System Administration Guide, Chapter 11. Enabling logging for 
the server is accomplished using the either the SAS Management Console, or by modifying the 
startup script that launches the SAS Workspace server. Once completed, the following may be 
completed to monitor the server logs.  See the caution below!  
 
Attributes for the SAS Workspace server logs include the following:  
 

• File/Pipe Name: <absolute path to the Workspace server logs> for example 
<sas_config_path>/Lev1/SASApp/WorkspaceServer//logs/WorkspaceServer_*.log 

• Search String: refer to creating a log instance section below 
• File Type: Text 
• File Disposition: Latest  
 

Caution:  Each new workspace server client creates a log file. Therefore, it will be necessary to 
actively monitor the file system and directory status to ensure sufficient space in the file system. 
Refer to the Unix OS, FILESYSTEM KM for additional information on setting alerts.  
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Creating a Workspace Server Client Information Log Instance 

Using the information described above, create a <label> value of SAS_WORKSPACE_INFO. 
This log monitoring instance will collect informational messages associated with normal 
operations of the servers. Specify “State Change Options=NONE” and the following text in the 
“Search String” and   
 
\(Inherited client connection\)\|\(NOTE: Log file opened 
at\)\|\(NOTE: Log file closing\) 

Enabling Monitoring for the SAS OLAP Server 

Monitoring the SAS OLAP Server is enabled using the integrated BMC Patrol LOG knowledge 
module. The key activities associated with defining the SAS server environment logs to patrol 
include:  
 

• Specifying Patrol Permissions for SAS Server Logs 
• Enable Monitoring for the SAS server logs within Patrol 
• Defining messages to Patrol and customizing Patrol events  
• Managing the logging events within the Patrol environment 

 
Defining monitoring for the OLAP Server essentially follows the same steps as defining 
monitoring for the SAS MetadataServer logs. The key difference is the location and “string 
search” contents of the OLAP Server log.   
 
In the Patrol Console environment, for the desired node, select the Unix KM, LOG ->KM 
Command->Manage List of Monitored Files" dialog, select the "Add" radio button, enter a user 
specified <label> for the log to be monitored and select Apply:  
 
This will launch a new dialog labeled “Add File for Label: <label>, dialog which is the main 
dialog to configure a monitored log file.  
 
Attributes for the SAS OLAP Server logs include the following:  
 

• File/Pipe Name: <absolute path to the OLAP Server logs> for example 
<sas_config_path>/Lev1/SASApp/OLAPServer/logs/OLAPServer_*.log 

• Search String: refer to creating a log instance section below 
• File Type: Text 
• File Disposition: Latest 

Creating an OLAP Server Server Information Log Instance 

Using the information described above, create a <label> value of SAS_OLAP_INFO. This log 
monitoring instance will collect informational messages associated with normal operations of the 
server. Specify “State Change Options=NONE” and the following text in the “Search String” and   
 
\(New client connection * accepted from server port\)\|\(Client 
connection * closed.\)\|\(NOTE: Log file opened at\)\|\(NOTE: Log 
file closing\)\|\(NOTE: Log continues in\)\|\( Defined server 
listen connection *  on port\) 
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Creating an OLAP Server Server Error Log Instance 

Using the information described above, create a <label> value of SAS_OLAP_ERROR. This log 
monitoring instance will collect warning and error messages associated with normal operations 
of the server. Specify “State Change Options=Warning” and the following text in the “Search 
String”  
 
\(ERROR: Access denied.\)\|\(NOTE: New client connection * 
rejected from server port\)\|\(ERROR: \) 

Customizing LOG Management Thresholds and Event Management Features 

The LOG Management KM includes facilities to optimize the behavior of Patrol event 
management when monitored log messages are encountered.  Because these features and 
behaviors are highly installation dependent, IT administrators will need to collaborate with the 
SAS administrator to determine if and when these features need to be enabled within the LOG 
KM. These facilities include:  

 
• The ability to “customize” a user specified messages 
• The ability to specify a “threshold” count for messages 
• The ability to trigger a customized event for messages 
• The ability to trigger a recovery action for messages 

 
These features and exploitation are fully described in the Patrol Knowledge Module for Log 
Management User Guide.   
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Appendix 2: BMC Patrol Console and KM Environment 

The following images depict the version information associated with the BMC Patrol 
Console environment, as well as the version information associated with the Unix 
Knowledge Modules active for the Solaris 10 environment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BMC Patrol Console, V 3.5.62, Help, About, dialog 
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BMC Patrol Agent for Unix, Loaded Knowledge Module List 
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